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A set {b, , b, ,..., bi} C {I, 2 ,..., N} is said to bc a difference intersector set if 
{aI, a8 ,..., 3 C{l, 2,..., N}, j > EN imply the solvability of the equation 
a, - a, = b’ ; the notion of sum intersector set is defined similarly. The authors 
prove two general theorems aying that if a set {b, , b, ,..., bi} is well distributed 
simultaneously among and within all residue classes of small moduli then it must 
be both difference and sum intersector set. They apply these theorems to in- 
vestigate the solvability of the equations (a, - ay/p = + 1, (a, - a,/p) = -1, 
(a,. + a,/p) = + 1, (at + a,/p) = - 1 (where (a/p) denotes the Legendre symbol) 
and to show that “almost all” sets form both difference and sum inters&or sets. 
1 
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations: 
c 1 , c2 ,... will denote positive absolute constants. We write e5 = exp(x). 
For real 01, we put e(a) = eznia. If p is a prime number and n is an integer 
then we denote the least nonnegative residue of n module p by r(n,p), i.e., 
r(n,p) is defined by 
r(n, p) = n (mod PI, 0 < rhp) <p - 1. 
The number of the elements of a finite set S will be denoted by [ S (. A, B,... 
denote strictly increasing sequences of positive integers. We write 
A(n) = C 1 (=I A n {I, 2 ,..., n}l), B(n) = c I,... . 
CZEA beB 
a<= b@ 
If the infinite sequence B = (b, , b, ,...} is such that the equation 
a, - a, = b, (1) 
is solvable for every infinite sequence A = {a,, a, ,...} of positive lower 
(asymptotic) density (i.e., B intersects the difference set of each of these 
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sequences A) then we say that B is a difference intersector set. (This termi- 
nology is due partly to R. Tijdeman.) Similarly, if 
a, + au = b, (2) 
is solvable for every infinite sequence A of positive lower density then B is 
said to be a sum intersector set. 
We shall use this terminology also for finite sequences B C { 1, 2,..., N}. In 
fact, if 
A(N) > EN (3) 
implies the solvability of (1) (if N is large in terms of E) then again, B is said 
to be a difference intersector set. In the definition of (finite) sum intersector 
sets, (3) must be replaced by 
A([N/2]) > EN. 
Namely, if a,, , a, > [N/2] then a, + a, > N thus B does not intersect the 
set of these sums au + a, . 
In [4] and [6], respectively, the second author showed that both sequences 
112, 22,..., 22 ,... } and (2 - 1, 3 - 1, 5 - l,..., p - I,... j form difference inter- 
sector sets. More exactly, he proved that 
A(N) > c,N (‘“og SF;;‘” 
0 
implies the solvability of 
(where z > 0) and 
a, - a, = z2 
A(N) , c N (log 1% 1% NY 1% log log log N 
2 (log log N)” 
implies the solvability of 
a,-aa,=p-1 
(both for large N). 
In this series, we are going to continue the investigation of difference and 
sum intersector sets. In particular, in this paper we will discuss the case 
when the intersector set is well distributed simultaneously among and within 
all residue classes of small moduli. 
In Section 2, we will prove two general theorems, saying essentially that if 
a sequence B is well distributed among and within all residue classes of small 
moduli, then it must be both difference and sum intersector set. 
641/10/4-4 
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In Sections 3 and 4, we will apply these general theorems to investigate the 
solvability of the equations 
( a, - a, P 1 = $1, ( at6 ; a,) = -1 
and 
( 
a, + a, 
1 = +1, ( 
at + 4 
1 
= -1 
P P 
for “large” sets {al , a2 ,...} of residues modulo p. 
Finally, in Section 5, we will apply Theorems 1 and 2 to show that in a 
well defined sense, “almost all” subsets of (1, 2,..., N} form both difference 
and sum intersector sets. 
2 
In this section, we will prove the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let N be a positive integer, and let A = {al , a2 ,...} C 
(1, L., N}, B = {b, , bz ,... } C {1,2 ,..., N}. For 0 < (Y < 1, we write 
(4) 
D(a) = G(a) - q n5l e(m) (5) 
and 
Then 
(6) 
(7) 
implies the solvability of the equation (1). 
THEOREM 2. Let N be a positive integer, and let A = {al, a, ,...} C 
(1, 2 ,..., [N/2]}, B = {b, , b, ,... } C (1, 2 ,..., N). Define G(a), D(a) and Mby (4), 
(5) and (6). Then 
NNPI) > 2 BtNJ -AL max{M, 2) (8) 
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implies the solvability of the equation 
a, + a, = b, , x f y. (9) 
(The condition x # y does not play an essential role; however, in some 
cases, we may need this restriction.) 
Proof of Theorem I. Let us write 
A(N) 
Then 
F(a) = 1 e(aja). 
j=l 
E = s’ / F(cx)12 G(a) dol = /‘F(-a) F(cx) G(cx) dol 
0 0 
1 A(N) 
=s c 
A(N) E(N) 
e(-ad 1 &,a) c e(b,ol) da 
0 X=1 Y=l ZXl 
= I$) 1, :f ,d e((-a, + a, i b,)a) da = 1 I 
X.1.2 
-a,+a,+b,=O 
Thus to prove the solvability of (l), it suffices to show that 
E > 0. 
By (7), and using the Parseval formula, we obtajn that 
B(N) 1 A(N) 
= - 1 1 e(-a&) ‘f’ e(a,oL) 2 e(nu) doL + I* 1 F(a)j2 D(R) dol 
N 0 r-1 ?I=1 ?l=l 0 
= 9 lf :f il L1 d-a, + a, + n>a) da + J‘,’ I F(a)12 D(a) dz 
> W) /- N c l<x.v(A(N) 
1 - s1 I F(a))j2 j D(a)! da 
0 
l<%N rk-aysn 
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> B(N) ----I N 1 - M s l I F(a)12 dCx l<Y<Z<AW) 0 
B(N) N'O =.-.--.-( 2 
N 
>A(N)(~+k4) >A(N)(+b++4) =O, 
which proves (10) and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We start out from the integral 
E+ = J%(a) G(Y) da 
A(IN/21) 
with J?(a) = C e(ajU) 
0 j=l 
and we proceed in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. We obtain that 
2 T (,4([N/2]))2 - M L1 1 F(u)12 da 
= 9 (A([N/2]))2 - MA([N/2]). 
Hence, with respect to (8), 
> 9 (A([N/2]))2 - 
1 ~4WI4 - 2&WW 
= A([N/2]) (FA([N/2]) - A4 - 2) > 0 
which proves the solvability of (9). 
3 
In this section, we will apply Theorems 1 and 2 to prove the following two 
theorems: 
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THEOREM 3. Let p > 2 be any prime number, and let A = (a,, a, ,...I C 
[l, 2 )...) p - l}, 
Then both equations 
and 
A(p - 1) > 6p’/8(logp)1/2. 
Cd, - adpI = + 1 
(11) 
(12) 
are solvable. 
(a, - a&) = -1 (13) 
THEOREM 4. Let p > 2 be any prime number, and let A = {aI, a, ,...j C 
{1,2 )...) p - l), 
A(p - 1) >’ 16p’/8(logp)1/2. (14) 
Then both equations 
(a, + ah) = +I, X#fv (15) 
and 
(a, + a&> = -1, u#v (16) 
are solvable. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Throughout the proof, we use the same notations as 
in Theorem 1. We put N = p - 1, and B in Theorem 1 will be chosen as the 
set of the integers n such that 1 < II < p - 1 and (n/p) = + 1. 
In order to apply Theorem 1, we have to estimate M. Obviously, for any 
O<ol<l, 
D(a) = G(a) - y it1 e(n4 
Hence, 
C 
l<b<a-1 
(b/P)=+I 
/ D(a)12 = D(a) D(-cd) 
= t 2 2 ($-)($-) 4x4 e(-.w) 
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1 D-2 
=z- Y2 + fY 
4 
c I 
c 4t4 
t=-(p-21 max(l-t,l}~v~mln(8-t-l.~-~) ( P )I 
<$ c (f)+i c j  c ( 
Y2 + tY 
l<Y<P-1 ItIs&-2 max(l-t.l)~v~min(P-t-1.9-1) P )I 
d++; c j c ( 
Y2 + fY 
P I! 
* (17) 
jt/$g-Z max{l-t,l)g~Smintp-t-l.D-1) 
We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let p > 2 be a prime number. Let a, b, c, R, and Q be integers, 
such that 
(a,~) = 1, (b2 - 4ac,p) = 1 and 0 < R < R + Q <p. (18) 
Let 
Then 
T = .+2-l (0x2 ‘p” + C)* 
z=R 
1 T) < $p31*logp. 
For this lemma and its proof, see I. M. Vinogradov [8, Chap. VI, 
Problem 151. 
To estimate the inner sum in (17), we apply Lemma 1 with 4 = 1, b = t, 
c = 0, R = max{l - t, 11, Q = min{p - f - 1,p - l} - max(1 - t, l> + 
1. Then (18) holds trivially (with respect to -p < t < p, t # 0). Thus we 
obtain from (17) that 
P-l zzz- 
4 
+$2(p -2)p314logp <$+;PwogP <p7'*logp. 
Hence 
iv = oT:& j D(Cq < (p’i4 logp)l/Z < p7y1ogpy/2. (19) 
Thus the right hand side of (7): 
t 
N - 3 max M B(N) , 1 I 
< 3 max{p7/s(log p)l/’ * 2, l> 
= 6p7/8(10g p)“‘. (20 
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(11) and (20) yield (7). Thus we may apply Theorem 1, and we find that (1) is 
solvable. In other words, there exist a,, a,(cA) such that a, - ay E B, i.e., 
i 
a, - a, 
P 1 
= +1, 
which proves the solvability of (12). 
The second half of the theorem (the solvability of (13)) follows from the 
first half of it. Namely, let d denote a fixed integer such that (d/p) = - 1. 
Then applying the first half of the theorem with the sequence (r(da, , p), 
@a, , p),...) in place of A, we obtain the solvability of 
( 
4 - a, =--- 
P ) 
and the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 4. (14) implies that either 
A (+) > 8p’/8(logp)1/2 
or 
A(p - 1) - A (9) > 8p7/8(logp)1/2. (22) 
Assume at first that (21) holds. Let us define N and B in the same way as 
in the proof of Theorem 3. Then (19) holds. (19) and (21) yield that 
A (+) =A(N/‘2) >8M=4 ‘--l 
(p--),2”=4B&)MZ2B&M 
and 
N 
A(N/2) > 8p’/*(logp)1/2 > 8 = 2 B(N) -2. 
Thus Theorem 2 is applicable. We obtain that (9) is solvable. In other words, 
there exist a,, a,(~ A) such that x # y and a, + a, E B, i.e., (15) holds. 
Now we are going to show that (16) is also solvable. 
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Let N = p - 1, and let B,, denote the set of those integers n for which 
1 < n < p - 1 and (n/p) = -1. Let 
Go(a) = c 4W 
(while B, G(a), D(a), and M are defined in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 3). Then 
Do CL) = G,(a) - y N Ix1 e(n4 
= T n$l e(m) - G(a) = -D(a). 
ThUS 
I~d4I = I m>I. (23) 
(19), (21) and (23) yield that 
MO = oF:& I DoW = ,,~f& I D(a)1 < p’/*(logp)1/2 
Hence 
< + A (+) = f A(N/2). 
A(N/2)>8Mo=4 ‘--l 
(P - I)/2 
Mo=4L 
BOO Mo ’ 2 B,(N) 
NM, 
and 
N 
A(N/2) > 8p7/*(Iogp)1/2 > 8 = 2 Bo(N) -2. 
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Thus Theorem 2 is applicable (with & in place of B). We obtain the solvability 
of a, + a, E B, , ZJ # u, i.e., (16). 
Finally, if (22) holds, then let A, denote the set of those integers which can 
be written in form p - ai where N/2 < ai < N. Then A, C (1, 2,..., N/2} and 
by CW, 
A,(N/2) = A(N) - A(N/2) > 8p7/*(10gp)112. 
Thus (21) holds with A, in place of A. Hence, by the first part of the proof, 
there exist a, , ay, a, , a,suchthatp-aa,,p-aa,,p-aa,,p-aVEAl, 
x + y, u P v and 
This proves that both (15) and (16) are solvable also in case (22) and the proof 
of Theorem 4 is completed. 
4 
In this section, we will investigate how far Theorems 3 and 4 are from the 
best possible. 
Assume that p = 1 (mod 4) and Theorem 3 is true with f( p) on the right- 
hand side of (1 l), i.e., for 
A(P - 1) > f(p). 
This implies that the set A = {1,2,..., [f(p)] + l} contains some integers 
(1 a u < 4af(P)l + 1) such that (v - u/p) = -1. Here 1 G u - u < 
[f(p)], thus the least quadratic nonresidue modulo p must be less thanf(p). 
Hence, at the present time, it is hopeless to prove Theorem 3 with O(p’) on 
the right side of (11). (In Theorem 4, the situation is similar.) 
On the other hand, in [5], the second author proved the following estimate 
from the opposite side: 
THEOREM 5. If p is a prime number satisfying 
p=l (mod4) 
then there exists a set A = {al , a, ,..., ak> C {1,2 ,.,., p - l} such that 
k = A(p - 1) = [ “‘tzg, ‘) + l] (24) 
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and 
f 
a, - 4 
P 1 
= +1 
is not solvable. 
(See [5, Lemma 21.) 
Thus the right-hand side of (11) in Theorem 3 can not be replaced by, say, 
Bl%P. 
Theorem 5 implies also that for p = 1 (mod 4), there exists a set A* C 
(1,2,...,p - l} such that 
A*(p - I) = [ “‘ifg; ‘) + l] 
( 
* * 
and a, - 4 1 
=--- 1 
P 
is not solvable. In fact, let A = {al, a2 ,..., ak} be a set satisfying the con- 
ditions in Theorem 5 and let d denote any integer such that (d/p) = - 1. 
Then A* can be chosen as the set formed by the integers r(dal , p), r(daz , p),..., 
r(da, , P). 
Also, the method of the proof of Theorem 5 can be used to prove the 
analog of Theorem 5 with (az + a,/p) in place of (a= - a,/p). 
THEOREM 6. For any prime number p > 2, there exists a set A C 
{ 1,2,..., p - l} such that (24) holds and 
( 
4 + a, 
P ) = +1, XZY 
is not solvable. 
proof of Theorem 6. Let us define the graph GDel of p - 1 vertices 
121 3 Qz ,-.., Q,-I in the following way: 
The vertices Qi , Qj (where 1 < i < j < p - 1) are connected if and only 
if 
(i +j/p) = -1. 
By a Ramsey-type theorem of Erdijs and Szekeres (see [I]), if k is a positive 
integer satisfying 
p - 1 b (y-y, 
then either GDel or its complement contains a complete subgraph of k vertices. 
We are going to show that (26) holds with 
k = [ log;fg; l) + 11. (27) 
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In fact, 
22k-2 = 22[log(~-l,/log4tl]-2 < 22 lo&P-l)/lO@ = p - 1. 
Combining this with the trivial inequality 
we obtain (26). Thus the theorem of Erdos and Szekeres can be applied with 
the k given in (27). 
Assume at first that G,-, contains a complete subgraph of k vertices; 
denote its vertices by Qi, , Qi, ,..., Qi, . Then obviously, the set A = 
{i1, i, ,...) is} satisfies (24) and (25) is not solvable. 
Assume now that the complement of G,-, contains a complete subgraph 
of k vertices. Let us denote the vertices of this subgraph by Qj, , Qj, ,..., Qj, , 
and let d denote any integer satisfying (d/P) = - 1. Then it is easy to see that 
the set A in Theorem 6 can be chosen as the set formed by the integers 
Wl ,P>, 442 ,P>,..., ~Wk ,P). 
Again, it can be shown easily that the statement of Theorem 6 remains 
valid with 
( 
a,+a, = -1 
P 1 7 
u f 0, 
in place of (25). 
5 
If k, N are positive integers such that 1 < k < N then let r(N, k) denote 
the set of those sets B for which B C { 1,2,..., N} and 1 B 1 = k hold. In this 
section, we will show that for 
NC < k < N, (28) 
“almost all” sets B E r(N, k) form both difference and sum intresector sets. 
(Note that on the other hand, there exist relatively many sets B C { 1,2,..., N} 
which are neither difference nor sum intersector sets; in fact, if B C (1, 3,..., 
2k + l,..., 2[N - l/2] + l} then B is neither difference nor sum intersector 
set.) 
We remark that replacing (28) by the slightly weaker 
N1-eN < k < N where EN -+ 0, arbitrary slowly, (29) 
and in case of difference intersector sets, this statement can be proved also in 
an elementary way, relatively easily. In fact, (29) implies that for almost all 
B E r(N, k), B contains an arithmetic progression of form d, 2d,..., td where 
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t = t(+) + + co as E,.+ -+ 0. But it can be shown easily that such a set B is 
a difference intersector set. 
For B E QN, k), we write 
c jqn 
j=m(mod q) 
ieB 
j=m(mod 9) 
and 
= c 1 - ; c 1 = hn,q)(B, 4 j<n j$n 
j=wUmod 9) j=ntmod qI) 
jEB 
THEOREM 7. Let k, N be positive integers, satisfying 
N21310gN<k<N. (31) 
If N is large enough then for all but (1/N2)(F) sets B E r(N, k), the conditions 
A C{l, 2,..., N} A09 N > 2400 ( 
N2J3 log N 
k ) 
II2 
and (32) 
imply the solvability of Eq. (1). 
THEOREM 8. Let k, N be positive integers, satisfying (31). If N is large 
enough then for all but (l/Nz)(f) sets B E F(N, k), the conditions 
A CU, 2,..., [WI) and 4Wl) > 1600 N ( 
N2” 1% N 1!2 c33j 
k ) 
imply the solvability of Eq. (9). 
(Note that if k/N”/” log N + + cc, then for large N, A(N) > EN, respec- 
tively A([N/2]) > EN, implies that (31) and (32) hold. Thus in this case, 
almost all sets B E r(N, k) are simultaneously difference and sum intersector 
sets.) 
We shall need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. If the positive integers k, N satisfy (31) then for all but 
(1/N2)(r) sets B E I’(N, k), we have 
H,(B) < 100 (-$ log N)l” (34) 
for all 1 < q < N213. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. We use the same method as in [7]. Let A denote the 
set of those sets B E r(N, k) for which 
H,(B) > 100 (5 log N)liz 
holds for some q with 
In other words, 
1 < q < Iw3. (35) 
I hn,q,(B, 41 3 100 ($ 1% N)lj’ (36) 
for some q, m, n with 
1 dm<q, l<n<N. (37) 
Let A(q, m, n) denote the set of those sets BE A, for which (36) holds for 
some q, m, n, satisfying (35) and (37). Then 
hence 
IA/ < 1 C 1 IA(q,m,n)l. 
q=1 m=1n=1 
Thus in order to estimate / A 1, we have to estimate 1 A(q, m, n)i. 
Let us fix q, m, n and let B E A(q, m, n). Let 
where 
B = B, u B, , 
and 
B, n m, m + q,..., m + 
! 
[Y-J 91 = c. 
Let us write 
c l=u 
ji” 
j -natmod 4) 
jei? 
and 
(38) 
c j<n 
1=[~]+1;l. 
j =m(mod n) 
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Then 
by (36), 
(39) 
I +$tl 2 100($logN)1’2, 
and with respect to B E .F(N, k), 
1 B, 1 = 1 B / - I BI 1 = k - u. (41) 
For fixed u (and m, n, q), BI can be chosen from the t integers in 
b, m 4 q,..., m + (t - I)q), thus it can be chosen in at most (i) ways. 
Similarly, Bz can be chosen from the N - t integers in { 1,2,..., N} - 
im, m + q,..., m + (t - l)q> thus with respect to (41), it can be chosen in at 
most (f’t) ways. Summarizing, we find that for fixed U, B can be chosen in at 
most (:)(:I$ ways. 
I 47, m, m)l G 
= 
Let us write 
Thus with respect to (40), 
c 
,u-(k,N)t,>lo~~~k/P) log NF 
UC) 
c 
u((k/N)t-lOO((k/a) log N)“’ 
u>(k/N)t+lOO(k/q log N)“r 
m4 = (:)(;I:). 
First we estimate & . Let (k/N)t - u = d. Then for d > 0, u > 0, we have 
F(u - 1) t!(N- t)! 
F(u) = (u - I>! (t - u + I)! (k - u + l)! (N - t - k + u - I)! 
- u! (t - u)! (k - u)! (N - t - k + u)! 
t!(N- t)! 
u’N - t - k + u) 
= (t - u + l)(k - u + I) 
=l-tk-uN+k+t-22u+l 
(t - u + I)(k - u + 1) 
=l--N+(k--u)+(t--u)+l <1- 
(t - u + l)(k - u + 1) (t + *g + 1) 
(43) 
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since k - u 3 0, t - u > 0 follow from d = @t/N) - u > 0. Let us put 
rl = [k/n] and 
s1 = [$- t - 100 (5 log N)l’l] < rl + 1 - [ 100 ($ log N)1’2]. (44) 
Then by (43), we have 
for s1 2 0. Writing u = rl - j: 
ri-sl-l 
F(h) < W-d n 1 - 
($- - rl) N + jN 
j=O 4tk 
Q-+-l 
< WI) fl (1 - g) < WI) ew - rlj:’ $-I 
j=0 I 
= F(rl) exp 
1 
N . (rl - s1 - WI - sd 
4tk 2 I 
< W-,) exp 1 - & (rl - s1 - 1 12) 
since 1 - x < e-= for x >, 0. By (35), (37), and (39), we have 
for N 2 43. Furthermore, by (31) and (35), 
($ log NY’2 > (N2$= N log N)li’ = log N, 
thus with respect to (44) and (46), 
2 (rl - s, - 1)2 > *. & k ([1~ (+d21 - 2) 
49’ 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
>&[50($logN)1’2/z =250logN 
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for large N. Putting this into (45), we obtain that 
F(s,) < F(rJ exp{-250 log N} = F l F(rd. 
Thus for large N, 
xl = ; F(U) G(s~+ l)F(s,) <$-t-F ’ F(r,) 
u=o 
(since F(u) is increasing for 0 < u ,< sl , by (43)). 
Zl, can be estimated similarly. Let e = u - (k/N)t. Then for e > 0, a < t, 
u<k,k-u<N-t,wehave 
F(u + 1) (t - u)(k - u) 
t;(u) = (u+ l)(N-t-k+++ 1) 
=l-eN+(N-t-k+u-l-l)-l-u 
(u+l)(N-r-k+u++) 
eN <l--= e 
2u * 3N 1-&i 
(obviously, 0 < 1 - e/6u < 1). 
Let us put r, = [(k/N)t] + 1 and define the integer s2 by 
x2 - 1 < ; t + 100 ($ log N)“’ < se . 
Obviously, 
s2 > r2 - 1 + 100 (% log N)“’ 
(49) 
(50) 
and with respect to (31), (35), (37), and (39), 
s2 - 1 < $ t + 100 ($ log N)l” < $ ([;I + 1) + 100 ($ log N)“’ 
< & . y + 100 ($ log N)“’ = 2 $ (1 + 50 (5 log N)“‘) 
< 2 $ (1 + 50 ( N’/3F N)1’2) < 102 3. (51) 
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By (47), (49), (50), and (51), we have 
i 
k 
sa-’ F(u + 1) 
x*--l 
F(s2) = m2> JJ F@) < I;0 I-I 1 - 
l&=7, u=zp 
s,-y-1 
= F(r,) l-j i 1 - 
( 
i=O 
j 
I 
s*-c-1 . 
< Ftr2) exp - i C 
se-rz-I 
3=0 
& 
1 
< F(r,) exp - a C 
I 
--J--- 
J=O 
s2 - 1 1 
= F(r,) exp 
1 
- d . & 62 - r2 - lk2 - r2) 
2 2 t 
h <F(r,)exp --$A 
i 2 
(s, - r2 - 1)j 
<F(r2)exp 
-=c W2) exp(-8 log N) = $ F(r,). 
Thus for large N, 
Z2 = i F(u) < (t + 1) F(s,) < 2t * $ F(r,) 
U=*2 
Equations (42), (48), and (52) yield that for fixed q, m, IZ and large IV, 
Thus we obtain from (38) that 
(52) 
which completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. If a, q are integers, q > 1, j3 is a real number, B E r(N, k), and 
641/10/4-s 
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G(4), D(4 K(B) are defined by (4), (5), and (30), respectively, then we have 
Proof of Lemma 3. For any real number 01, we put 
G(4 = c e(ior), 
jszp 
jeB 
T,(ol) = 2 e(h), 
$4 
and 
&(4 = G&4 - $- Tn(or) 
(so that GO = G(a) and &(a) = D(a)). Then for n = 1,2,..., N,:we$ave 
Thus we obtain by partial summation (putting Do(~) = 0) that 
= 1 f & (i) @WI - e((n + l)PN + DN (i) e(W + lY9 1 
n=l 
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since 
for every real number /I and this completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Completion of the proofs of Theorems 7 and 8. Assume that a set 
B E P(N, k) satisfies (34) for all 1 < q d N2is. For any real number OL, there 
exist integers a, q such that 
and 
1 < q < N2J3, 
(a, 4) = 1, 
Thus writing fi = cy - (a/q), Lemma 3 yields that 
<q+!O(-2;logN)lie~(2~N--&+ 1) 
= 100 [2+logN)1/2N1:3+ (kqlogN)‘i21 
hence 
< 100{27r(k log N)lj2 N1i3 + (kN2/3 log N)lj2} 
= lOO(27r + l)(kN2f3 log N)‘f2 < 800(kN2J3 log N)1/2; 
M = o~xs~l I D(cx)I < 800(kN2J3 log N)lj2. 
This holds for all the sets B E P(N, k) satisfying (34) and by Lemma 2, (34) 
holds for all but (l/N2)(F) sets B E r(N, k) (if N is large). Thus for large N and 
for all but (l/Nz)(f) sets B E r(N, k), we have 
I N 3 max a4 B(N) , 1 I < 3 max 800(kNzJ3 log 1v)lJ2 s , 1 I I 
=2400( N2J3 log N lJ2 N k ) (53) 
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(with respect to k < N) and 
2 B(N) L!!- max{M, 2) < 2 f max{800(kN2/3 log N)‘i2, 2) 
1600( 
N2j3 log N l/2 N 
k ) * (54) 
Combining (32) with (53), we obtain (7). Thus Theorem 1 yields the solvability 
of Eq. (1) which completes the proof of Theorem 7. Similarly, (8) follows 
from (33) and (54) thus Theorem 2 yields the solvability of (9) and this 
proves Theorem 8. 
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